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SIP-adus ー Mobility Bringing Everyone a Smile ー
Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program

Overview
SIP-adus(Automated Driving for Universal Service) started in June 2014 as a national research and development
project for innovation. It has a social significance, providing a fundamental solution to such issues as the reduction
of traffic fatalities, the reduction of the environmental burden by easing traffic congestions, travel support for elderly
people and other vulnerable road users, and the revitalization of rural areas.
The improvement of the competitiveness of the automobile industry and the expansion of related markets are
significant from an industrial point of view.
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Initiatives to formulate specifications of dynamic maps, standardize dynamic
maps, introduce them to multiple applications, and achieve commercialization
with SIP-adus at the core in collaboration with relevant ministries, industrial
bodies, international standard organizations, etc.
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■ These initiatives are included in the industry guidelines “Considerations for
Automated Driving HMIs” (Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association).
■ Japan made proposals to international standards. (ISO/TC22/SC39/WG8*)
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Simulation to predict
the impact of ADS*
［Scenario 1］Manual Driving（100%）

n＝859

［Scenario 3］Manual Driving（25%）,AEB（25%）,AEB+LDW（50%）

n＝463

［Scenario 5］AEB+LDW（25%）,Automated Driving（75%）

n＝156

□ Rear-end
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＋ Lane departure

◇ Crossing pedestrian

*ADS : Automated Driving Systems

✓ Classified traffic accidents
into 255 patterns

Establishment and international standardization of evaluation methods and
protocols on vehicle and component levels.

Offering consolidated data to achieve various services
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Realization of a safety support
system for pedestrians
to reduce traffic fatalities

Analysis for the reduction of pedestrian accidents, which account for half of all
fatal traffic accidents – Development of technologies – Verification.

Next Generation Transport
The buses arrive based
on the timetable.

✓ Published as national
database

Verification of
effectiveness at FOT

Public transport
operator

Optimal route guidance is
offered depending on the
individual’s characteristics.
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Optimal information is
offered to reduce
crowdedness.
A safe and secure environment is
achieved in the bus with minimal
swaying.
Elderly persons and wheelchair users can also get on
and off the bus safely and securely.

Proposal and implementation of the next-step ART (Advanced Rapid Transit)
envisaging the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 and the future.
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